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	Contains a large number of MATLAB-based problems, and includes coverage of the fundamentals of analog and digital communications, with emphasis on digital communications, illustrative examples, and Exploration examples with step-by-step solutions. MATLAB solved examples and exercises (with answers) reinforce and extend concepts presented, and take full advantage of MATLAB features and capabilities.
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Clean Technology for the Manufacture of Specialty ChemicalsRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2001
Producing large quantities of waste is not only environmentally unacceptable, it is also not viable in economic terms. The chemical industry, particularly the speciality and pharmaceuticals sectors, is becoming increasingly aware of the advantages associated with clean technology, particularly in terms of competitive advantage and environmental...
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Textbook of Interventional Cardiology with DVD, 5eSaunders, 2007

	Completely refocused and reorganized, the new Edition of this respected resource offers you comprehensive, detailed, up-to-date, and clinically oriented coverage on all aspects of interventional cardiology. Edited by the world's most prominent specialist and researcher and contributed by more than 75 leaders in the field, this 5th edition...
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Optical Access Networks and Advanced Photonics: Technologies and Deployment StrategiesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
With the growing demand for increased bandwidth, conventional broadband access solutions will quickly become a hindrance in terms of bandwidth provision for network access.
Optical Access Networks and Advanced Photonics: Technologies and Deployment Strategies presents a comprehensive overview of emerging optical access network...
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Mac OS X Leopard BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get up to speed on Mac OS X Leopard with this in-depth guide
    The beauty of Leopard is that there is so much more than meets the eye, including over 300 new enhancements and its ability to run on both Intel PCs and PowerPC Macs. This comprehensive reference is your best guide on how to tame this powerful new cat. You'll find...
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Refactoring to AgilityAddison Wesley, 2006
Agile methodologies, such as XP, Scrum, Crystal, and Lean Software Development enable development organizations to deliver higher-quality software far more rapidly. However, for the "non-agile" development organization, transitioning to agility is an enormous leap, requiring radically new skills and presenting profound...
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Fraud Exposed: What You Don't Know Could Cost Your Company MillionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The $600 billion gorilla in the room
"Dr. Joe Koletar has provided an effective road map to the problem of occupational fraud, in both the public and private sectors, in America. Such frauds affect every American worker, shareholder, and taxpayer.  His insights and ideas are an important contribution to the effort to fight this growing...
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